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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the following system of nonlinear difference-differential 
equations: 
&j(f) : -as,(t) -4 p i sm(t - T)Y”,j(f) $- l<(f), (1) 
111 I 
and 
2jk(f) = --UZjk(t) + /h;(t -. T) Q(f), (3) 
where i, j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, and fi :> 0. \Ve will establish global limit and 
oscillation theorems for the nonnegative solutions of (*) when (*) has any 
fixed number of variables (n > 2) and T is any fixed nonnegative time lag. 
(*) arises as an example of a nonstationary prediction theory, or learning 
theory, whose goal is to discuss the prediction of individual events, in a 
fixed order, and at prescribed times ([l], [2]). In this theory, (*) describes 
a machine M subjected to inputs C -7 (Zi , I, ,..., I,,) by an experimenter E, 
who records the outputs S = (.x1 , .Y~ ,..., s,J created thereby. E has only 
the inputs C and outputs X at his disposal with which to describe (*), and 
in terms of these variables (*) takes the form 
2(t) = -c&(f) -j- B(X,) X(t - T) + C(f), (4) 
where R(X,) is a matrix of nonlinear functionals of X(W) evaluated at all 
past times w E [-T, t] with entries 
zji(0) + @ si e”“xj(w - T) xi(w) dw 
“‘(‘) ‘= pm=, [.+,(O) -t. /? J-i e?rj(w .- T) x,(w) dw] * (5) 
*The preparation of this work was supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF GP-7477). 
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The machine M therefore obeys the functional-differential equations (4)-(5), 
and B(X,) contains the “memory” of M. Our global limit and oscillation 
theorems for (*) can be interpreted as learning experiments performed by E 
on M to study how M learns, remembers what it has learned, and reacts 
to test inputs in recall experiments. In particular, (*) can learn a spatial 
pattern in “black and white” of arbitrary size and complexity (see [3]). 
The prediction theory in [I] introduces infinitely many nonlinear systems. 
Each system is characterized by an n x n “coefficient” matrix P = ;/ pij ;I 
which is semistochastic; that is, pij 3 0 and C”,-, pi,,, = 0 or I. (*) is 
characterized by the stochastic matrix with entries pij = (1 in). This matrix 
can be realized as a probabilistic network G [4], and (*) can be interpreted 
as a cross-correlated flow over G [5] in the following way. 
G consists of n vertices V -- {Vi : i = 1, 2,..., nf and n2 directed edges 
E {ejl; : j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n}, where ejk has vj as its initial vertex and v, as 
its terminal vertex. The coefficient matrix P assigns the weight pj, == (I/n) 
to ejk . Since every vertex vi is connected to every other vertex vj with equal 
weight, the graph G is complete. Since vi is also connected to itself, G is a 
complete graph with loops. We illustrate this graph in the case n - 3 in 
Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1 
We describe (*) as a flow over this complete graph with loops in the 
following way. At every time t, xm(t) is the state of a process going on at 
vertex 0, , and y&t) is the state of a process going on at the arrowhead 
Of emi , i, m = 1, 2 ,..., n. At every time w = t - T, a quantity fix,,,(w) flows, 
or is “transmitted,” from v, along e,, at a finite velocity and reaches the 
arrowhead of e,, at time w + 7 = t. This quantity instantaneously activates 
the yli(t) process in the arrowhead, and a total magnitude 
ISXm(t - T, Ymitt> (6) 
is released from the arrowhead and reaches vi at time t. This is true for 
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every m = 1, 2,..., n. The total input to vi from all vertices v, at time t 
is the sum 
(7) 
of the inputs (6). By (l), xi(t) changes at a rate equal to the sum of this total 
input, of a “spontaneous decay” term -cwci(t), and of the input Ii(t) 
controlled by E. 
Since CFz”=l~mi(t) = 1 whenever the initial data of (*) is positive [l], the 
total output from v, reaching all vertices vi at time t is simply 
B -f %lQ - 4rmiw = B%(t - 4. (8) 
i=l 
We call the flow which (*) describes a “cross-correlated” flow because of 
the following interpretation of the functions zik(t) in (3). At every time t, 
the quantity /?xj(t - T) reaches the arrowhead of ejB from vj . Also the 
arrowhead of e,, impinges on vk , whose process has the magnitude xk(t) 
at time t. +(t) “cross-correlates” the two quantities &(t - 7) and +(t) 
impinging on the arrowhead by changing at a rate equal to /3xj(t - T) ++(t) 
minus a spontaneous decay term -u.zjk(t). 
The term yjk(t) which actually controls the size of the input j&(t - r)rjk(t) 
from vj to vk is formed from zjk(t) normalized by the sum of all zjm(t) 
corresponding to edges ej, leading away from vj , m = 1,2,..., n, as in (2). 
This normalization of cross-correlating functions has a profound effect on 
the behavior of (*) that is due, for example, to the fact that the total output 
from v, is independent of all cross-correlating functions, as (8) shows. 
2. A PROBABILISTIC EQUATION 
Our main results concerning (*) describe the global limiting and oscillatory 
behavior of the ratios 
rn(t> = %t(t> [i %m@)]-1 
m-1 
and the correspondingly defined ratios 
&c(t) = xdt> [il -r,w]-l 
as t + co when r is any nonnegative time lag and n is any positive integer, 
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which we take greater than 1 to avoid trivialities. The special case T = 0 
and n = 2 is studied in [2]. We will investigate these ratios only when the 
initial data of (*) is continuous and nonnegative in [ -7, 01, since only such 
initial data has a prediction theoretical interpretation [ 11. It is then readily 
shown [I] that the solution of (*) exists and is unique, continuously 
differentiable, and nonnegative in (0, co). We also suppose for convenience 
that C”,=i x,(v) > 0, v E [ -7, 01, and that ~~~(0) > 0, j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then 
C$=i x,,(t) > 0 and .zjk(t) > 0 for all t > 0. The sets {y&t) : m = 1, 2,..., n} 
and {Xn(t) : m = 1, 2,..., n} of ratios therefore form probability distributions 
for every t 3 0. 
We will find conditions under which desirable limiting properties of 
these probabilities become easier to guarantee as 7 increases. Moreover, 
several of these probabilities oscillate no more than once as t -+ co no 
matter how large T is taken. These results fall into two general cases 
corresponding to special choices of the inputs Ij . In the first case, no inputs 
whatsoever perturb (*); that is, (*) is input-free. In the second case, inputs 
of the special form Ij(t) = 0,1(t), where (8, : m = 1, 2,..., n} is an arbitrary 
probability distribution, do perturb (*) and continue to do so at arbitrarily 
large times. These cases can be treated because (*) can be transformed 
into a more tractable system of integro-difference-differential equations for 
the probabilities Xi(t) and yik(t) themselves. In this new system, the sums 
Z = Ck=i I, and x = Cz=i x,, play a significant role. 
PROPOSITION 1. The probabilities Xi and yik obey the following equations. 
&t> = A(t) i &z(t - 4[Ymi(t) - xi(t)1 + qwi(t) - -w)l, (9) 
Wt=l 
and 
h(t) = ci(t)[xk(t) -Y&l> 
where 
A(t) = “(& T, , 
B(t) = ;+ , 
A(t) w> = I(t) * 
and 
cj(t) = $ log [i il zjm(0) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
s 
t X,(v - T) e%c(zI - T) x(v) do]. (14) 
0 
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PROOF. To derive (9) differentiate Xi = (xi/x). Then 
To evaluate this equation, note that summing over i = 1, 2,..., tl in (1) and 
invoking positivity shows that .Y is a positive solution of the linear equation 
i!(t) = --ax(t) I-- /lx@ - T) + Z(t). (15) 
When (1) and (15) are applied, we find 
= A jJ Xm(f - T)[y,,i - Xi] + B(ei --- Xi), 
ml=1 
which proves (9). To prove (IO), differentiate yjk = [ajk.@], where 
.# = xl -r aj”, . Then 
(16) 
To evaluate (G/G) in (16), sum over k = 1, 2,..., n in (3) to find that 
$1 _ -uz(j) + j?xj(t - T) x. (17) 
Substitute (3) and (17) into (16). Then 
_ Bxdt - T, 
#I [ 
zj!$ .Tli 
$j) 1 
_ BxiCt 
z(i) T, .~ [X, -- y,J 
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Letting 
C (t) = P1ujCt - T) .V(t - 7) .x 
, 
.(J)(t) ’ 
it remains only to show that C; can be written as in (14). This is easily 
seen when 0 is written in integral form as 
,&j)(t) = e-u’ [z”)(O) -r p j: X,(ZJ - T) euux(v - T) x(v) dv]. 
REMARK. The only unknowns in (9)-(13) are Xi and yjrc , since x obeys 
(15) whose solution depends only on the known input I and initial data. 
3. THE IYPUT-FREE GRAPH 
In this section, we study (9) and (10) w h en all inputs Z, are identically 
zero. Then (9) becomes 
xi = A ,z, X,(t -- T)[Y,,li - &I* (18) 
Our main result concerning (10) and (18) d’ iscusses the limits and oscillations 
of Xi relative to the functions 
yi = min{y,n, : m = 1, 2 ,..., n> 
and 
Yi = max{y,,, : tn : 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
The limiting behavior of (10) and (18) depends on the time lag T only through 
the constant U(T) = u + 2s(r), where S(T) is the largest real part of the 
zeros of the characteristic exponential polynomial of 
which is 
n(t) - WY.%(t) + ,8X(t - T), 
R,(s) = s $ 01 - Be-‘*. 
(19) 
THEOREM 1. For any n & 2 and any 7 3 0 with U(T) > 0, let (10) and 
(18) have arbitrary nonnegative and continuous initial data. Then 
(1) (limiting behavior) the limits 
CJj 7 Fil Xi(i) and I’,, .= ljtyj,(t) 
+ 
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exist and satisfy the equations 
Pji = Qi 7 i,j= 1,2 ,..., n. 
Moreover, Qi E [mi , Mi], where 
I?Zi = min{Xi(O), y,(O)} and Mi = max{Xi(O), Y,(O)). 
(2) (oscillatory behavior) the functions ji , Yi , Xi - yi , and Xi - Yi 
change sign at most once and not at all zfy,(O) < Xi(O) < Y*(O). (Derivatives 
of yi or Yi at times when two or more yki intersect are defined as right or 
left-handed derivatives in any systematic way.) 
We will prove the theorem in a series of lemmas. We begin with a lemma 
concerning the oscillations described in (2), since these do not depend on 
the sign of U(T). Then we use (2) along with some facts about the sum 
x = c;,=l &I, to establish the assertions in (1) concerning limits when 
U(T) =z 0. 
LEMMA 1. For arbitrary nonnegative and continuous initial data, and any 
O(T), the functions ji , Pi , Xi - yi , and Xi - Yi change sign at most once, 
and not at all ; f  y,(O) < Xi(O) < Yi(O). Moreover Xi(t), yi(t), and Yi(t) 
lie in [mi , MJ for all t 3 0. 
PROOF. The following facts are obvious by an inspection of (10) and (18) 
using the positivity of A, Xj , and Cj , j = 1,2,..., n. 
CASE 1. If, for any to , Xi(to) E [yi(t,), Yi(tJ], then Xi(t) E [yd(r), Y,(t)] 
for all t > t, , where yi(t) is monotone increasing and Yi(t) is monotone 
decreasing for all t > t, . 
CASE 2. If Xi(O) > Y,(O), then Xi(t) is monotone decreasing and all 
yki(t) are monotone increasing until the first time t = t, > 0 at which 
Xi(t) = Yi(t). Thereafter Yi(t) is monotone decreasing and yi(t) is monotone 
&creasing by Case 1, so that pi(t) changes sign at most once and yi(t) is 
always monotone increasing. 
CASE 3. If Xi(O) < y,(O), then Xi(t) is monotone increasing and all 
yki(t). are monotone decreasing until the first time t = t, > 0 at which 
Xi(t) = yi(t). Thereafter yi(t) is monotone increasing by Case 1, so that 
ji(t) changes sign at most once, and Y*(t) is always monotone decreasing. 
These alternatives are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Since Cases (l), (2), and (3) exhaust all possibilities, the assertions of the 
lemma are now evident. 
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The remainder of the proof requires estimates of the positive coefficients 
A(t) and Cj(r) in (IO) and (18), as well as of A(t) and C;(t), as t + CL). In 
providing these estimates, we always assume for convenience that all ~~~(0) 
are positive and that z-i X,(V) is positive for all w E [ -7, 01. The remaining 
FIG. 2 
cases with nonnegative initial data are easily treated. The basic fact from 
which these estimates arise is that the sum x = C”,-i x, obeys the linear 
difference-differential equation 
*(t) = -4t) + px@ - T), (19) 
which is independent of the probabilities yjk . (19) is proved by simply 
summing over i = 1,2,..., n in (1) and invoking positivity of ail zjit(t) for 
t > 0. 
Equation (19) has been thoroughly studied [6]. In the present account, we 
merely list the known facts WC will need concerning (19) and derive some 
straightforward consequences from them. We will always work with the cases 
T > 0. The case r -- 0 is obvious. Our first lemma concerns itself with the 
zeros of the characteristic exponential polynomial R,(s) = s + OL - /3e-Tr of 
w9 
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LEMMA 2. For any Jixed 7 > 0, the zero ~~(7) of largest real part of 
R,(s) = s + pi - fie-rS is real; that is, ~~(7) = S(T). Moreover only finitely 
many zeros have a nonnegative real part. 
PROOF. Let s = x + iy be a zero of R,(s). Then 
x + 0. - /3e-Ts cos 7y = 0 (20) 
and 
Y + Be- TX sin 7y = 0. (21) 
Write (20) in the form y(x) = x0(x), where y(x) = X, Z@(X) = --01 + j90e-7G, 
and 13 = cos my E [ - 1, 11. For each fixed 0 E [ - 1, 11, we consider the graphs 
of y(x) and se(x) as functions of X. Every root of (20) must lie at the intersec- 
tion of these graphs for some 0 E [-1, 11. For example, if 01 > /3 > 0 we 
find Fig. 3. 
FIG. 3 
It is clear from this diagram that the root x1 of y(x) = zr(~) is a simple 
root and is the root with largest real part among all roots of the equations 
y(x) = Z@(X), 0 E [-1 , 11. When 6 = 1, cos Ty = 1 and sin Ty = 0. Thus 
by (21) the imaginary part yr corresponding to x1 is yr = -/?e-Tr sin ryr = 0. 
The zero of largest real part of R,(s) is therefore a real and simple zero 
of R,(s). 
Since R,(s) is a nontrivial entire function of s, only finitely many zeros of 
R,(s) can occur in any finite region of the s plane. For any zero sk = xk + iyk 
with nonnegative real part xk , we have by (21) the inequality 
/ yk / < ge-rrk 1 sin Tyk 1 < /I, which along with Fig. 3 shows that at most 
finitely many zeros of R,(s) have a nonnegative real part. 
The next Lemma describes a representation for solutions of (19). 
LEMMA 3. Let x be a solution of (19) with positive and continuously 
d$ferentiable initial data in [0, T]. Then x can be written in the form 
x(t) = esfT)t[c, + e+H(t)], (22) 
where k and cl are positive and H is bounded. 
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REMARK. If the initial data of (19) is merely continuous in [--7,O], then 
the solution of (19) is continuously differentiable in (0, T], so that dif- 
ferentiability is not a restrictive assumption. 
PROOF. The proof depends on the following standard representation 
theorem for the solutions of (19) ([6], p. 109). 
Let esbtPk(t) denote the residue of the function etSP(S)[R7(S)]-l at a zero sk 
of R,(s), where 
p(s) = X(T) e-T8 + (s + a) 1: x(w) edsu dw. 
Let {sk} be the sequence of zeros of R,(s) arranged in order of decreasing 
real parts. Then the solution x of (19) can be written in the infinite series 
x(t) = f J&(t) esl,* for t > 7. 
k=l 
This series converges uniformly for t in any finite interval [t,, , t@ where 
t, > T. Moreover if Re sk < c < 0 for all k = 1, 2,..., then the series 
converges uniformly for t E [t,, , co), where t,, > T. 
All the zeros of R,(s) are simple zeros, since a nonsimple zero arises 
only when 1 = -8~ exp(1 + UT) < 0. In this case, the residue of 
etsp(s)[Z?$)]-1 at sk is e”s*~(sk)[$(slC)]-r and so 
(23) 
where ck = ~(sJ[R:(sJ]-~. ck can be written in a simplified form as follows. 
Since 
R,(s,) = sk + 01 - pee-T8k = 0, 
p(slc) can be written in the form 
p(sk) = e’-‘*k [x(T) f fi 11 x(W) e-“*k dw]. 
Noting also that 
R:(s) = 1 + pTe-,* 
we find 
C-k[X(T) + fi j-; .X(W) f?-‘*k &I] 
Ck = - 
1 + j3Te-7*k 
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and in particular, by Lemma 1, 
cl :_ c--~~(T)[x(T) + /3 ji .x(v) e-vs(T) dv] 
1 + pe-75(7’ ’ (24) 
which is positive since the initial data of x is positive. 
Also by Lemma 1, we know that only finitely many zeros of R,(s) have 
nonnegative real parts. (23) can therefore be written in the form 
x(t) = eS(T)t[cl j-F(t) + G(t)]. (25) 
where eS(lnF(t) is the finite sum ~~!a c,e@ over the terms ckeSkt, k >, 2, 
with Re sic > 0, and esc7nG(t) is the infinite sum CF=P=m+l cke8kt over the 
terms clze*kt with Re sit < 0. Since s(r) > Re sk , K > 1, each of the summands 
in F(t) = Cr=a cke(8~-8(T))t and in G(t) = Cz-+i cJ~e(8~-8(7))t has a negative 
real part. We will use this fact to write (25) in the form 
x(t) = es(*Jt[cl + e-ktH(t)], (22) 
where k > 0 and H is bounded. 
We prove (22) by writing F and G separately as a product of an expo- 
nentially decreasing term and a bounded function and then adding. Thus 
we write F(t) = e(z2-s(7))tI(t), where I(t) = C&. cke(8k-e*)t is obviously 
bounded. In a similar fashion, we write G(t) as G(t) = e(sa-s(T))tJ(t), where 
J(t) = CEm+l w (+Q)~. It remains only to show that J is bounded. This 
fact is an immediate consequence of the following asymptotic formula for 
the zeros of &(s) ([6], p. 416): 
1 BT x = ;log~r+ o(l), 
and 
y +2k - 4) + o(l), 
where k is any large integer. t+ therefore has the asymptotic form 
For sufficiently large t, j(t) can therefore be shown to be bounded by 
comparison with the series jJk (l/P). This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
We are now ready to estimate A, A, Cj , and Cj as t -+ co. 
LEMMA 4. lim,,, A(t) = fle-Ts(T) and lim,,, A(t) = 0. 
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PROOF. The first limit is obvious by (11) and (22). The second limit 
readily follows from the first because 
A@) = bx(t - 4 f(t - T) qt) 
x(t) [ x(t--- 4t) 1 
which becomes by (19) 
A@) = Px(t - T) x(t - 27) x(t - T) 
x(t) [ x(t - T) -x(t)* 3 
LEMMA 5. Cj is bounded from above and below by positive constants. 
1 c, ) is bounded. 
PROOF. The first assertion depends on Lemmas 1 and 3. By (14) 
q(t) = 
xj(t - T) eutx(t - T) X(t) 
dj + TO Xj(v - T) euVx(v - T) x(v) dv ’ 
where 
By Lemma 1, X, > mj > 0. Moreover, Xj < 1. Thus 
at) <. 
eutx(t - T) x(t) 
dj + m, ji-euWx(v - T) x(v) dv ’ 
By Lemma 3, 
x(t - T) x(t) = e2s(7)t[c12e-78(7) + e-ktK(t)], 
where K(t) is nonnegative and bounded, so that 
x(t - T) x(t) < ~s(T)t[c12e-78(T) + K], 
where K = sup{K(t) : t > O}. Now readily follows the inequality 
f?(t) G 
eoh)t 
[ c12e-Ss(I) + K] 
78(T) 
4 + 
m5c12e- 
44 
(@W - 1) ’ 
from which it is clear that Cg(t) is bounded from above. 
The second assertion follows from similar estimates. Since mj < Xi < 1, 
cj(t) t 
m5eutx(t - T) x(t) 
di + Ji eU%(v - T) X(V) dv ’ 
502 
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Since U(T) > 0, letting 
8 = 2(c12e--78(7) + K)min{mj : j = 1, L., 4 
completes the second assertion, with Ci(t) > B > 0 for large t. 
The third assertion is proved in just the same way. 
We will need one more lemma before studying the limiting behavior of 
(10) and (18). This result is an elementary fact about real-valued functions, 
which we prove for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose f(t) -+ h < 00 as t -+ co and 3 is bounded. Then 
I%> -+ 0 ast-tc.0. 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then for some E > 0, there exists a sequence {tn} 
with lim,,, tn = co such that If( > E for all n. We can suppose 
f(t,J > E for all n without loss of generality. Sincegis bounded, these exists 
a S such that f > (c/2) on infinitely many nonoverlapping intervals 
I, = [U, , U, + S] of length S, where lirnn.+= U, = co. Thus 
for all n, and f -ft h < co, which is a contradiction. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1 using Lemmas l-6. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By Lemma 1 the following three cases exhaust all possibilities. 
CASE 1. Xi > Yr for t > 0. Then by Lemma 1, Xi is monotone 
decreasing and all ykt are monotone increasing. Hence all limits Qi and 
Pki exist and Qi > P,, . It is also readily shown using Lemmas 4 and 5 
that Xi is bounded, so that by Lemma 6, limt+m &(t) = 0. Letting t + co 
in (18) and invoking Lemma 4, we now find 
i Qmdpmi - Qi) = 0. 
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Since Qi > P,, for all k = 1, 2,..., n, either QZr = 0 or Pfii = Qi for all 
k = 1, 2,..., 12. Since Qfi 2 mk > 0 by Lemma 1, PJcj = Qi for all k = I,2 ,..., n. 
CASE 2. Xi < yr for all t > 0. The proof is the same as for Case 1 
with all inequalities reversed. 
CASE 3. Xi(t) E [yi(t), Yi(t)] f or all t 3 t, . By Lemma 1, Yi decreases 
monotonically and yi increases monotonically for t > t, . Thus the limits 
Y,(co) = lim,,, Yi(t) and yi(a) = lim,,, yi(t) exist. If Y,(co) = yi(co), 
we are done since then all Q( and Pki exist and equal ~~(00). The only 
remaining case is pi = Y,(co) - y+( 50) > 0. We now show that this case 
cannot arise. 
Consider yi(t). We write yi(t) as yk(t),i(t) to explicitly display the 
index k = k(t) of that yki(t) which equals yi(t) at every t. We know that 
lim,,,y,(,),i(t) exists and wish to conclude that lim,,, jkctjvi(t) = 0 by 
Lemma 6. By Lemma 5, each &(t) is bounded, and so the boundedness 
of ji,(,),i(t) follows from the boundedness of all the j&(t), which in turn 
is also a consequence of Lemma 5. 
Since lim j’r(tj,i(t) = 0, (10) implies 
p: G&)(t) ! xi(t) - Ykct,.i(t)l = 0. (29) 
By Lemma 4, each C,(t) is bounded from below by a positive constant. 
Thus (29) implies 
liinl(Xi(t) - yi(t)) = 0. (30) 
Similarly, 
p(w) - Ydt)) = 0, (31) 
and by (30) and (31) together 
or l i = 0, which completes the proof. 
5. STABILITY PROPERTIES ARE GRADED IN THE TIME LAG 7 
We consider now the case of Theorem 1 which has a prediction theoretic 
interpretation; namely, we require that for each 7 > 0 the outputs xi(t) -+ 0 
as t --f co if no inputs occur, This case is characterized by the inequalities 
ol>p>o, 
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PROPOSITION 2. If 01 > p > 0, then U(T) is monotone increasing in 
T >, 0, and o(O) = a = u + 2(8 - a). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2, for any fixed 7 > 0, the zero S(T) of largest real 
part of R,(s) x s + 01 - @e-Ts is real. The proof of Lemma 2 shows also 
that S(T) < 0 whenever (II > p > 0. Thus 
-1 S(T)1 + 0 = ~e7’s(73’. (32) 
Suppose any two nonnegative values T1 and T2 of 7 are given such that 
Then by (32), 
/?(e71’s(71)’ - e72’5(72)‘) = 1 s(T2)l - 1 s(Tl)l > 0. 
Since /I > 0, 
and thus 
Tl / S(dI > T2 / &)I > 0. 
In particular, T1 > 0. Since T1 > 0 and I So > I So, 
(33) 
71 1 S(d > 71 I S(Td- 
(34) along with (33) implies 
(34) 
ShCe 1 s(T2)l > 0, 
71 1 +,)I > T2 /4T2)1- 
71 > 7-2 . 
We have hereby shown that T1 < T2 implies 1 s(T2)l < I S(T1)I. Since 
U(T) = u f 2(T) = u - 2 1 S(T)l, T1 < 73 implies U(T1) < U(T& U(T) if3 
therefore a monotone increasing function of 7, for 7 > 0. 
s(O) satisfies the equation 
R,(s) = s + a - j9 = 0. 
Thus s(O) = ,kI - cx and 
u(0) = 24 - 2 1 s(O)1 
=u-2’1/3--1 
= 24 - 2(X - j3) 
= 24 + 2(8 - a) 
= a. 
Proposition 2 shows that if 01 > p > 0 and U(T,,) > 0 for some 70 > 0, 
then Theorem 1 holds. for all 7 > To and 71 > 2. We therefore say that the 
stability properties of (10) and (18) are graded in the time lag T. In particularj 
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if u > 2(az - ,3) > 0, then Theorem 1 holds for all 7 > 0 and n 3 2. 
Thus the condition needed to guarantee convergence of the probabilities 
Xi(t) and rki(t) to the limiting equations Q( = Pki as t + co becomes 
weaker as r increases if also the outputs xi(t) eventually decay to zero for 
all 7 3 0. 
This gradation of stability properties with respect to 7 can be heuristically 
interpreted if we think of (10) and (18) as the description of a flow over 
a graph as in the Introduction. Let each edge eij of the graph associated 
with (10) and (18) h ave a length, which we take to be 1 for all edges. The 
time lag r can then be interpreted as the inverse velocity l/v of the flows 
along all the edges. Theorem 1 says that if the probabilities have limits of 
the form Qi = Pki when the flow velocity is v0 , then they have limits of 
this form also for all smaller flow velocities. If we consider the limits 
Qi = Pki to be the “stable” or “equilibrium” phase of (10) and (18), and 
regard the velocity of the flow as an indicator of the “strength” of the 
interaction between vertices, then Proposition 2 says it gets harder to 
guarantee the stability of this flow as the interaction strength gets stronger. 
This fact is intuitively plausible. 
The fact that we can guarantee stability for all flow velocities if 
u > 2(a - p) > 0 has the following interpretation. The parameters 01, p, 
and u can be thought of as characterizing the materials which go into the 
construction of each separate vertex and each separate edge of (10) and (18). 
From this point of view, the parameters OL, /3, and u are “local” quantities, 
since they do not take into consideration the various ways in which the 
vertices and edges can interact. In constructing these vertices and edges, 
it is natural to ask the following question: can we choose our materials 
once and for all in such a way that (*) will eventually be stable no matter 
how strongly the vertices and edges interact ? Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 
guarantee that the answer to this question is “yes” because a(O) is independent 
of 7 > 0. 
6. THE CAKE U(T) < 0 
The condition U(T) > 0 is not superfluous to guaranteeing the limiting 
equations Qi = Pki of Theorem 1. We illustrate this- fact in the case T = 0 
for simplicity. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose u < 0. Then 
I Y&> - %kP>I d 2 1% (1 + , up;~(!fo)() ). 
for all t 2 0. 
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We can thus make the deviation of Pjk from ~~~(0) as small as we please 
by choosing u < 0 and 1 0 1 sufficiently large. In particular, if 
I Yjk(O) - Y,k(o)l > 2 log (1 -t- , up;qo) )(l + flx2(o) 1 u 1 x’yo) ), 
then the equations Qk = Pik and Qk. = Pik cannot be simultaneously 
fulfilled. 
The proof of this Proposition is contained in [2]. 
7. PREDICTION AND LEARNING THEORETIC REMARKS 
By Theorem 1, Xi(O) = y,(O) = Y,(O) pl im ies Xi(t) = yi(t) = Yi(t) = 
constant for all t 2 0, and in any case Xi(t) and all yki(t) lie in [mi , A&] 
for all t > 0. In the former situation, we say that the complete graph with 
loops “remembers” its initial data with perfect accuracy, and in the latter 
case that it remembers its initial data within an error of Mi - mi . 
These facts are direct analogs of a property found in an outstar with an 
input-free border [l]; namely, the outstar probabilities 
-l 
and 
xi(t) = 4) [i s,(t)]-l, 
m=2 
i = 2,..., n, are constant for all t > 0 if Xi(O) = yr,(O), and in any case 
they always lie in the smallest interval that contains Xi(O) and yr,(O). 
This analogy between the memory of an input-free complete graph with 
loops and of an input-free outstar is not, however, complete. For example, 
in the complete graph with loops the limiting equations Qi = Pki cannot 
be guaranteed unless U(T) > 0, whereas the analogous limiting equations 
Q( = Pli in an outstar held for all values of U(T). The analogy breaks down 
still further, as our next theorem will show. 
This theorem studies the following question: given any probability 
distribution (ei : i = 1, 2,..., n}, can inputs be found which in finite time 
bring Xi(t), yi(t), and Yi(t) within an interval of prescribed smallness 
enclosing Bi ? That is, can the experimenter E find an experiment which 
in finite time “teaches” the machine M the probabilities Bi to within an 
arbitrarily small error? The answer is “yes.” Once the inputs cease, 
Theorem 1 guarantees that M remembers the probabilities to within the 
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same error for all future times just so long as no new inputs occur. This 
experiment is analogous to the experiment performed on an outstar which 
teaches Xi(t) and yri(t) the probabilities Bi , i = 2,..., n, to within an 
arbitrarily small error. 
The analogy between complete graphs with loops and outstars breaks 
down in “recall” experiments in which E presents a test input to one vertex 
only and measures the output produced thereby to test the memory of E. 
In an outstar, such a recall experiment does not alter the accuracy of M’s 
memory of earlier teaching experiments. In a complete graph with loops, 
the very act of recall helps to destroy the memory of earlier teaching 
experiments. The complete graph with loops must therefore be regularly 
retaught after recall experiments, whereas the outstar need never be retaught. 
A previous paper [2] studied a complete graph without loops which differs 
from both the graphs previously discussed in that it forgets its initial data 
even when CT > 0. These three examples illustrate the profound effect which 
the coefficient matrix P-that is, the “geometry” of the graph-has on flow 
dynamics, and in particular on the “memory” of M. 
8. GRAPHS WHICH ARE NOT EVENTUALLY INPUT-FREE 
We now define inputs which can teach M any probability distribution 
to a fixed degree of accuracy within finite time. Our result discusses the 
global limits of Xi and yj, , and the oscillations of Xi relative to the functions 
Yi,s = max{Yi , 0,) and yi,s = min{yl , 0,}. 
THEOREM 2. Let (*) be given with any Jixed n > 2 and any 7 > 0 such 
that s(7) < 0 and ~~(7) = u + S(T) > 0. DeJne the inputs 
Ii(t) = ejI(t), 
where {ei : j = 1,2,..., n} is a 3xed, but arbitrary, probability distribution, 
and I is any bounded, continuous, and nonnegative function for which positive 
constants k and T,, exist such that 
s t eavI(v) dv > keOLt, t 3 T,. (36) T 
Then for arbitrary continuous and nonnegative initial data, 
(1) (limiting behavior) the limits 
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exist and satisfy the equations 
Qi = Pki = 6,) (37) 
i, h = 1, 2 ,...) n. 
(2) (oscillatory behavior) the functions ji,, , pi.0 , Xi - yi.0 , and Xi - Yi,B 
change sign at most once and not at all ;f y,(O) < X,(O) < Y,(O). 
As in Theorem 1, the assertions concerning oscillations do not depend 
on the sign of or(~) or S(T). 
LEMMA 7. For any values of q(7) and s(Tj, the functions Y~,~, Yiii,@, 
Xi -yi,e, and Xi - YiSO change sign at most once, and not at all if 
Y,(O) < xi(O) d yi(0)* 
PROOF. Let Xi’) = Xi - Bi , y$ = yik - 8, , yke) = yi - Bi , and 
Yi’) = Yi - 0, . Then (9) and (10) become 
(9) 
and 
g = cj(xp’ - yg,. (10) 
From these equations and the nonnegativity of A, B, and Cj , the following 
alternatives are apparent by inspection. 
CASE 1. 
for t 3 to . 
If X,!‘)(tJ > 0 and $‘)(t,,) 3 0, then Xi”(t) > 0 and y!“‘(t) > 0 
If moreover X/“(t,,) < Yj’)(t,), then X:“(t) < Y:“‘(t) and 
Y,!“(t) is monotone decreasing for t > t,, . On the other hand, if 
X,!“)(tJ > Y:@(t,,), then Xie’(t) is monotone decreasing and all yLi’(t) are 
monotone increasing until the first time t = t, , at which Xje’(t) = Y:“(t). 
If no such time exists, all limits Q( and Pki exist and Qi 2 Pki > 0,. If 
such a time does exist, the preceding case holds for all t 2 tl . 
CUE 2. If Xi’)(t,,) < 0 and Yi(‘)(t,) < 0, then the arguments of Case 1 
go through with inequalities reversed, and yie) and Yje) interchanged. Thus 
either all limits Qi and Pki exist, or there is a t, , such that y!“)(t) < Xi”‘(t) 
for t > tl . 
CASE 3. If Yd(‘)(O) > 0 2 y:“‘(O) and Yje)(0) > yj”‘(O), then either 
Yi6)(t) > 0 > y:“‘(t) and Y!‘)(t) > y:“‘(t) for all t > 0, or we eventually 
enter either Case 1 or Case 2. Suppose that the former alternative occurs. 
If moreover Xi’)(O) 4 [yj@(O), Ye”‘], then Xi”(t) and all yC’(t) are 
monotonic until the first time t = ts at which X{‘)(t) E [yy’(t), Y:“(t)]. 
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Thereafter, Xje)(t) E [y:“‘(t), Ye”] and Y:‘)(t) is monotone decreasing 
whereas y:“‘(t) is monotone increasing. Both limits Y,(W) = lim,,, Yi(t) 
and y,(co) = lim,,, yi (t) therefore exist. If Y,(co) = yi(co), all limits Qi 
and Pki exist and are equal. 
Case l-3 exhaust all alternatives, and thus the assertions of the Lemma 
are apparent. 
Lemma 7 suffices to prove Theorem 2 when all Bi are positive once the 
following information concerning x = CgV1 xk is made available. 
LEMMA 8. There exist positive constants hi , i = 1, 2, 3,4, such that for 
t > T, 
e-s(T)vI(v) dv < x(t) e-s(T)t < ha + X, 
J 
st e-8(‘)“1(v) dv. (38) 
7 
PROOF. Since x obeys (1,5), we can apply the following representation 
theorem ([6], pp. 73-75): for t > 0, 
x(t) = x(O) k(t) + j-‘ [i(v) + ccc(v)] k(t - v) dv + j-’ I(v) k(t - v) dv, (39) 
0 7 
where k(t) is the unique function satisfying 
(a) k(t) = 0, t < 0, 
(b) k(O) = 1, 
(c) k(t) is continuous on [$ co], 
(d) k(t) satisfies the equation 
A(t) = --&k(t) + ,6k(t - T). 
By Lemma 3, k(t) can be written in the form 
k(t) = es(T)t [c + e-mtH(t)] WI 
for t > 7, where c and m are positive and H is bounded and nonnegative. 
The proof is completed by substituting (40) into (39), rearranging terms, 
and using the nonnegativity of all quantities to make the now obvious 
estimates. 
REMARK. The limits Qi = Pki = Bi can be derived from Lemmas 7 
and 8 just as in Theorem 1 if all Bi are positive. This is because essentially 
the same boundedness estimates can be made on the coefficients A, B, C, , 
and their derivatives in Theorem 2 as we made on A and C, in Theorem 1. 
For example, by Lemma 7 
Xi(t) 3 mi4W0, ~~(0)~ 4, 
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which is positive if 8, is positive except possibly for a finite amount of time 
if X,(O) = 0. This fact allows us to bound Ci and 1 ci / from above and 
below by positive constants, as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Even when at least one Bi = 0, Lemma 8 allows us to conclude that 
Qi = Pki = 19~ in several cases. For example, consider the subcase of Case 1 
for which Qi 3 Pki 3 Bi. If Q? = Bi, we are done. Suppose not. Then 
by (9) there is a T such that t 3 T implies 
I &@)I 2 Q(Qi - 4) B(t). 
Thus by Lemma 8, 
= & (Qi - 8,) g log (As + X, 1” I(o) e-St+ &J), 
7 
which in integral form is 
since / &i(t)1 = -xi(t) for t > T. 
By the hypothesis that S(T) < 0, 
a - 1 S(T)/ = /?eTls(T)l > 0, 
or 01 > 1 So. Thus by (36), 
s t e-+)(t-@l(v) dv 3 J“ e-a(t-u)l(w) dw T 7 
>k 
for t > T, , and 
for t > T. Since Qi > Bi , lim,,, Xi(t) = -co, which contradicts the 
nonnegativity of Xi , so that 8i = Qi = P,$ . The corresponding subcase 
of Case 2 is treated analogously, and the subcase of Case 3 for which 
Y,(co) = ri(co) is already proved. All the following estimates are aimed at 
treating the remaining subcases for probability distributions with at least 
one zero entry. 
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Throughout the remainder of the proof, we will consider only Case 1, 
since Cases 2 and 3 can be treated by obvious modifications. We will need 
the following estimates of Xj” from below and above. 
LEMMA 9. I f  XjB’(to) 3 0 and yj@‘(t,,) > 0, then there exists a positive 
comtant go’ such that 
Xi”‘(t) > (le)eS(T)t, t 3 to. (41) 
PROOF. The proof consists in showing that the solution wi”’ of the 
following system is a minorante for Xi” when t 3 t, . 
and 
q = A(zy’ - WY’) X(zy’ - wy’) - Bwy’ (42) 
where 
d!@’ = fqwy - wj”‘), z (43) 
x(4 = 1; 
w>o 
w < 0, 
wjO’(t,) = X,!e’(to), and vj”(t,,) == yi”(t,,). The coefficients A, B, and Ci 
have their usual meaning. 
By Lemma 7, Xi”(t) 3 0 and yje’(t) > 0 for t 3 t, . Moreover all 
X,(t - T) are always nonnegative. Thus for t > t, , 
> Jr? _ X!e)) - &+=” z z z 
3 A(yte’ - X?‘) x(y!e’ - X!@) - BXie’ 
a 2 z z 2 * WI 
It readily follows that X,!“(t) 3 wje’(t) for t > t, by comparing (44) with 
(42), and noting that a decrease in wj” can only cause a decrease in 0:“. 
Consider (43). If pi” < w{“(t,), then ~1:” increases until the first time 
t = T > t, at which w:“(t) = wje’(t). If no such T exists, then for all 
t > to, 
X;@(t) 3 w?‘(t) 3 q’(t) > wy(t,) > Tp(t,) &‘(t--to’, 
which completes the proof in this case. If such a T does exist, then 
zy’(T) = 0 whereas G:‘(T) = -B(T) wjO’(T) < 0. 
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Hence 
~(w;“‘(t) - up(t)) = 0, t > T, 
SO that 
$e’(t) = -B(t) q’(t), t 3 T. 
As in the previous Remark, we therefore find 
3 wy)( T)(& + A4 s:I(w) e-s(T)u dw) 
A, + A, J-4 I(w) drJv dw * 
Since I = sup{l(t) : t > O> is finite, 
“y’(t) > q’(t) &‘t, 
17te,(t) = wf”(TP3 + A4 JTW e-8(T)v 4 
t 
i x 3 + h41e-a(‘)t 44 1 es(7jt + -+$ 
Since $) is positive and has a positive limit as t + 03, the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose Y,!“(t,,) > Xie’(to) 3 0 and yje’(t,) > 0, where we 
can. choose t, > T,, without loss of generality. Then there exists a p E (0, 1) 
and a Tl = T&L) such that 
X?‘(t) < (1 - CL) Yi’e’(t - Tl) (46) 
fw every t 2 t, + Tl . 
PROOF. Proceeding as in Lemma 9, we define for t 3 t, a majorante 
Wd” of Xi’) by the equation 
@‘) = A( yje) - Wi”‘) - B Wp’, (47) 
where A, B, and Yl’) have their usual meaning, and Wje’(tO) = Xj”(t,). 
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Integrating (47) in [tl , t] yields 
W!e’(t t1) = E Y de’(t z t ) + v’!B’(t 91 z t ) , lj 
and 
d”‘(t, tl) = Wf”‘(t*) z-‘(t t ) 1 z 3 19 
Vi’B’(t, tl) = Z-‘(t, tl) j-” Yi’e)AZ(v, tl) dv, 
h 
Z(t, tJ = exp [/iI (A + B) dw]. 
Since W,C”)(tJ < Yj’)(t,) for tl >, t, , (49) implies 
tp(t, tJ < Y!“‘(t,) Z--l& tJ. 
To evaluate (50) recall that 
A+,Jw--7)+~ -- 
X 
and so 
(50) can now be written as 
1 t @‘(t, tl) = - 
x(t) t+ I 
Y!e’Axe=” dv, 
a #I 
and since 0 < Y,‘“‘(v) < Y,Ce’(tl) for v > tl , 
vi’B’(t, tl> < Yi’B’(Q qt, &), 
where 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
1 t 
l?(t, tJ = - 
x(t) pt f 
Axe” dv. 
:I 
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Recalling that A(v) = [~x(v - T)/x(o)], we find 
and since 
Iqt, tl) = 1 - z-yt, t1) - L- 1” 
x(t) et 
IF” dv. 
t, 
(54) 
We now combine (48), (52), (53), and (54) to find that 
where 
X,‘s’(t) < wqt> < Y!@‘(t ) P(t t ) z z 1 P 13 (55) 
1 t qt, t1) = 1 - - 
x(t) t+ s 
It? dv. 
tl 
By (36) and (38), 
P(t, tJ < 1 - --L---j’ h, + h,Iol-l t1 e-“‘t-u’W dv. 
It remains only to estimate jf, e-“+-v)l(v) dv. By (36), 
e-“(t-v)I(v) dv < I_ 
01 
for t 3 T,, . In particular, for t 2 t, (a-,,), 
s t e-m(t-u)I(v) dv > k - s t1 e-dt-v)Q,) dv t1 7 
> k - ‘, e-4-t,), 
and there surely exists a T1 such that for t >, t, + T1 , 
(56) 
s t t1 e-ti(t-u)I(v) dv > i . 
Thus for t 3 t, + Tl , 
qt, t1) < 1 - p, 
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where p = [k/2(& + XJorl)], which along with (55) completes the proof. 
The last lemma which we will need represents $’ in integral form. 
LEMMA 11. y$’ can be expressed in integral form as 
yle, = y;?(O) + k, j-i X,(v - 7) Xt%9 N(v) dv 
38 I + kj S;Xj(v - T) N(v) dv ’ 
(57) 
where kj = l//3 cm=1 z&O) and 
N(v) = euvx(v - T) x(v). 
PROOF. Integrate (10). Then 
yjk(t) = e-Sk+ [hd”) + ,: X&‘~e.Ccjd” dv ]* 
Write (14) in the form 
(58) 
Cj(t) = $ log [kj + ,I Xj(v - T) N(v) dv] 
and substitute into (58). Then 
Y,k(t) = Yik(O) + 5 $J -%(v - d xk(v) N(v) dv 
1 + kj f; Xj(v - T) N(v) dv ’ 
Subtract Ba and find (57). 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We consider only Case 1, so that X,“(t) > 0 and yj@(t) > 0 for t 3 to . 
We assume that X:“(t) < Y:“‘(t) for t > to , since otherwise all limits exist 
and have the correct distribution. We also let t, = T, = 0 for convenience 
of exposition. Then by (lo), Y:@(t) is monotone decreasing, the limit 
Yi”‘(c.0) = lim,,, Y,!“(t) exists, and Yi”‘(co) 2 0. If Yi(“(oo) = 0, then all 
limits Qi and Pki exist and equal Be . It remains only to consider the case 
Y,!“‘(m) > 0. The proof proceeds by showing first that in this case the 
limit Km,,, X,!“‘(t) exists and equals Yj”‘(co) > 0. This fact is then used 
to show that all limits lim,,, YE’(t) exist and also equal Y,!“‘(co). Then 
we can draw the contradiction that lim,,, Xl”(t) = 0, from which we 
conclude that Yj”‘(co) = 0 after all in Case 1, and thus that Qi = Pki = Bi 
in this Case. Analogous arguments are then readily seen to hold in Cases 2 
and 3. 
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(I) We now prove that lim,,, X:“(t) = Yj”(co), where we suppose 
Yi”‘(oo) > 0. Let K(t) be that integer such that Yje’(t) = $,$‘,Jt). Suppose 
that K(t) takes on the values Y’ , r2 ,..., Y,,~ ,... in the intervals [0, T,), 
[2”r , 7’J ,,.., [T,,-, , T,,,) ,..., respectively. Then by (57), 
for t E [TmT1 , T,). Since Yie’ is monotone decreasing and Y:“‘(cQ) > 0, 
Yt’e’(c~> [ 1 + krm j: X&-J - d WV) d”] 
< y:’ <(O) + k,,& j” X,.Jv - T) Xl”‘(v) N(v) dv. rn, 
0 
(59) 
Again by the monotone decrease of Yi”’ to Y:@(co), we can find for every 
E > 0 a t, such that Y,!“(t) < Y,!“‘(a) + P for t > t, . We will consider 
in particular only E’S with 0 < c < (p/l - CL) Yi(“(co), where p is defined 
in Lemma 10. We now estimate the integral in the right-hand side of (59) 
in terms of any such E and the functions 
and J$ = 1 - Hj$, which we define for every fixed 8 > 0. 
By Lemma 10 we find that for every t 3 t, + Ti , 
j; &Jv - T) xi’e’(v) w dv = ,;*I + J-1 +* E 1 
9 ,:+, x,.& - T) x,!e)(V) N(o) dv + 6 j: +T X,.,,,(v - T) f@“(v) N(w) dv 
E 1 
+ (1 -CL) j: +* x&J - T) J;;;(V) Yp)(v - 1;) N(w) dw. 
6 1 
Since Yi(“(w - ?‘r) < Yj”(c;o) + E for v - rr > t, , and E < (cc/l - ,u) Yje’(oo), 
s t t&-l -q&J - T) xi’s’(e)) N(v) dv < 6 jt W-*1 Xrm(v - T) &f;(v) N(v) dv 
+ y,(“‘w j; +* XJv - T) J;;;(v) N(v) dv. (60) 
s 1 
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Substituting (60) into (59) an rearranging terms, we find for any fixed c d 
in (0, (p/l - p) Y:“(oo)):that 
and thus 
where k = min{kj : j = 1, 2 ,..., n} > 0. 
We now consider the intervals on which H$ = 1. By (36), (38), and the 
boundedness of I(t), it is easily seen from (9) that 1 Xi 1 is bounded. Thus 
for every 8 > 0 which is ever smaller than Xi’), there is an L, > 0 such 
that H$ = 1 on intervals of at least length L, . If no such 6 exists, then 
Xie) = 0, and we are done. For any such S, we can write the integral on 
the left-hand side of (61) as a sum of integrals 
s (*, XT,“@ - 4 m dv Mk 
over a sequence of N&(t) nonoverlapping intervals Mj”, Mi8),..., M&, 
whose length is at least Lb . We now estimate the size of the integrals in (62). 
If Ornz > 0, then by Lemma 7 there exists a yr, > 0 such that Xrm(t) > yrm 
for all t > 0. If or, = 0, then either such a rr, > 0 again exists, or else 
we enter Case 1 of Lemma 7 for all large t. In this situation, Lemma 9 
applies and thus Xi”(t) > Ei (8)ea(l)t for all large t and hence for all t > 0 with 
perhaps a change in ti (@. In all cases, therefore, X:“(t) 2 [ie)es(7)t for all 
t >, 0, and the integral in (62) exceeds 
fr)e-Ta(T) J” ,8) es(+N(v) dw. 
Mk 
(63) 
By (36) and (38) we can, in turn, find a positive constant wi”’ such that 
(63)exceeds 
w!B’ s &T”J dv t ,$8) , 
k 
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where ~~(7) 3 u + s(7) > 0, so that the integral in (64) exceeds w$& . We 
have therefore shown, by (61), that 
where 
In particular, NE(t) is finite for every t 3 t, + Tl and there exists a time 
5’s such that X,!@(t) > 6 for all t > S, . This is true for every 6 which is 
ever smaller than Xi’) and Y:“)(a). Since Xie) eventually exceeds all 
such 6’s and X:“(t) < Y:“(t) for all t > t, , we conclude that Em,,, 
xjeyt> = Yje’(co). 
(II) We can now show that lim,,, yg’(t) = Y,!“‘(co) for all k = 1, 2,..., n. 
First express y$ in integral form as in (57). Subtracting Yj”‘(a) from both 
sides gives 
where 
yE)(t) - Yi’@(co) = &j(t) + I@(t), 
&j(t) = 
y$(O) - Yi’e’(co) 
1 + k, J;X,(v - T) N(v) dv 
@j(t) = 
k, J; X,(v - .)[Xi’e’(v) - Yi’e’( co)] N(v) dv 
1 + k, J; X,(v - T) N(v) dv - ’ 
By familiar arguments using ~~(7) > 0, lim,,, A/$(t) = 0. It remains only 
to show that Em,,, B$’ = 0. Clearly 
0 6 / B;)(t)l’ < 
k, s; X,(v - T) L:‘)(v) N(v) dv 
’ 1 + k, J-f, X,(v - T) N(v) dv ’ 
where Lje’(t) = 1 Xje’(t) - Yi”(co)I + 0 as t + co. Thus for every E > 0 
there is a T, such that t > T, implies L:“(t) < E and hence 
0 < / B&)1 < 
ek, jkc X,(v - T) N(v) dv 
’ 1 + k, & X,(v - T) N(v) dv 
+ o(1) < E + o(l), 
which completes the proof. 
(III) We now use the fact that 
$$ Xje’(t) = pr j@(t) = Y,!“‘( 03) > 0 
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to draw the contradiction that lim,,, Xi@(t) = 0, and thus to show that 
Y,!“‘( co) = 0 after all. This follows immediately if we write Xi”(t) in integral 
form as 
where F(t) = A cm=1 Xm(t - +r)[yzi - Xi(‘)] converges to 0 as t + 03, and 
then estimate eIiBdw from above and below by expressions of the form 
hels(T)lt, X constant, using (36) and (38). W e h ave hereby shown that the limits 
Q1: and Pki always exist in Case I and have the values Qi = P,i = Bi . 
An identical argument can be carried out in Case 2 with all inequalities 
reversed, andyj” and Y:‘) interchanged. In Case 3 we need deal only with the 
situation in which y:“‘(t) < X:“(t) < Y,!“(t) and y:“‘(t) < 0 < Y,!“(t) for 
all t >, to , and Y,!@(co) > ye’). We need only then apply a straight- 
forward variant of Lemma 10 to show that Xi”‘(t) must lie too close to 
both Ye”’ and ye” to permit these limits to differ. Theorem 2 is 
hereby completely proved. 
COROLLARY 1 (Stability is graded in T). 1j 01 > /I and (36) holds, then 
Theorem 2 is true for all n > 2 and all 7 > r. if ~~(7~) > 0. In particular, 
if u > CY - j3 > 0 and (36) holds, then Theorem 2 is true for all n 3 2.and 
7 >, 0. 
PROOF. 01 > /3 implies S(T) < 0 for all 7 > 0. 
COROLLARY 2. If a > 8, ~(7~) > 0, and (36) is true, then both Theorem 1 
and Theorem 2 hold for all n 3 2 and 7 >, r. . 
PROOF. ~~(7~) > ~(7~) if OL > fl. 
10. LEARNING THEORETICAL REMARKS ON THEOREM 2 
(a) Practice Makes Perfect 
Theorem 2 describes a learning experiment performed on a machine M 
in which the experimenter E tries to teach M the probability distribution 
{ej : j = 1, 2,..., n} by perturbing M with inputs Ij(t) = eJ(t). This 
experiment takes infinitely long to carry out since I(t) is positive for arbitrarily 
large values of t. We denote such an experiment by the symbol Gfm). Since 
no realistic experiment takes infinitely long to perform, we replace G4-j by 
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a sequence G(l), Gc2),..., GcN),... of finite experiments which are “truncations” 
of Gtm). That is, (1) the inputs of GtN) are 
Ii(N) = &I(t) x(t - U(N)), 
j = 1, 2,..., n, where U(N) is a monotone increasing and positive function 
of N > 1 such that lima,, U(N) = co; and (2) the initial data of GcN) is 
the same as that of Gtm). Denoting the functions of GIN) by superscripts 
“(IV)” (e.g., yij is y:P’), we immediately find the following corollary of 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Given any sequence G(l), Gt2),..., GcN),... of truncations of a 
Gtrn) such that 01 > /I, U(T) > 0, and 
then 
.r t e-ar(t-u)l(v) dv > k, t 2 T,,, I 
(1) for every N > 1, the limits Qi”’ = lim,,, Xi”‘(t) and PkF) = 
lim,, yiy’(t) exist and are equal, 
(2) for evuy N > 1 and t > U(N), the functions Xi(t) and yki(t) lie in 
the inte-rval [mjN), MjN)], where 
m!N) = min{XjN’( U(N)), yjN’( U(N))}, 1 
and 
ME?’ = max{XjN)( U(N)), Y,‘“‘( U(N))), 
i, k = 1, 2 ,..., n. In particular, 
lim QiN) = lim PLY’ = Bi , 
N-W N+W 
i, k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(3) for every N > 1 and t > 0, the functions p$‘, jr:‘, XjN) - Y:$‘, 
and X!N’ - y$ change sign at most once and not at all ifyiN) < X,‘“)(O) $ 
YjN)(d). The B’s can be erasedfor t > U(N). 
Corollary 3 says that as E increases the “practice time” U(N) for learning 
the probabilities ei , he can guarantee that the maximal deviation MjN) - AN) 
of XjN’(t) and y::)(t) f rom 0, when practice ends at t = U(N) can be mide 
as small as he pleases. That is, “practice makes perfect,” 
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(b) An Isolated Machine Does Not Forget 
If nothing more is taught in (U(N), CO), then M “remembers” the proba- 
bilities Bi with at least the same accuracy MiN) - WZ~“’ at all future times. 
(c) The Memory of an Isolated Machine Spontaneously 
Improvk after Sufficient Prac’tice ‘. 
COROLLARY 4 (Crispening). For N su$iciently large and t > U(N), one 
of the following cases holds: 
(1) YiNI > XjN)(t) 2 Bi and YjN’(t) is monotone decreasing; 
(2) di 3 Xl”‘(t) >, y:“‘(t) and y:“‘(t) is monotone increasing, 
(3) Y,‘“‘(t) > ~9~ 3 y:“‘(t), XjN’(t) E [yiN’(t), YjN)(t)], Y:“(t) is monotone 
decreasing, and y!“(t) is monotone increasing. 
PROOF. These cases correspond to Cases l-3 of Lemma 7. For example, 
consider the case Bi = 0. Then only (1) is possible and we show that it 
arises as follows. 
If XiN’(0) > YjN)(0) then XjN’(t) decreases and YiN’(t) increases for 
t E [0, U(N)] until the first t = t:“) at which X,!“‘(t) = Y,‘“‘(t). Such a tl 
must exist for all sufficiently large N, or else XjN’(t) > Y:“‘(O) > 0 and 
f~;;+m%& 0. F or such values of N, YjN’(t) > XiN’(t) for t > tiNI, 
is monotone decreasing. 
Corollary’ 4 shows that after a vertex ‘ui has received enough practice, 
the maximal deviations YfN) 1 7 or yjN’, or both, from the intended value Bi 
can only decrease after practice ceases. This “crispening” or “spontaneous 
improvement” effect also occurs in outstars [I]. 
(d) An Isolated Machine Remembers without Overtly Practicing 
The condition OL > /3 which we need in learning experiments (Theorem 2) 
is equivalent to the assumption that all outputs xjN’(t) approach zero 
exponentially in (U(N), co) as t + co for all 7 > 0. Or speaking heuristically, 
it describes the case for which outputs are produced only in response to 
inputs. Since for times t > U(N), th e outputs from M are negligible, E has 
no evidence available that M remembers the weights ei , It is plausible to 
suppose that as the effect of inputs on outputs wears off, M forgets the 
information contained in these outputs. This is, however, false, as Remark lob 
illustrates. Thus M remembers without “overtly” practicing. 
(e) The Machine Forgets Its Past as It is Called upon to Reproduce It 
To test at times t > U(N) whether M does indeed remember his 
probabilities &, E perturbs a vertex V~ and observes whether 0, of the 
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output thereby produced comes from vi . The following corollary shows 
that E cannot produce the fraction Bi from vi on a long sequence of “recall” 
experiments of this kind without substantially destroying the memory of 0, 
in M, unless Bi = Si, . 
COROLLARY 5 (recall experiments). Let (Y > p, D(T) > 0, and 
&i(t) = 8J’l’(t) x(t - T) + s&yt) x( T - t), 
where 
s 
t 
e-a(t-e)l(s)(v) dv > k, t> T+T,, 
T 
and T >, 0. Then Q2( = Pki = 8,. 
Thus, no matter what M learns in [0, T] and no matter how large T is, 
if only vk is perturbed in frequent recall experiments in (T, co), then M 
will eventually forget all prior learning in place of the new probabilities 
Si, . Whenever 19~ # Si, for some fixed K, retraining experiments must be 
interspersed among recall experiments or all memory of prior learning will 
eventually be washed away. By contrast, the memory of an outstar is not 
damaged by recall experiments [l]. 
(f) All Errors Can Be Corrected 
The previous remark is a special case of the fact that a machine trained 
on one set of probabilities Bi (‘) for a finite amount of time can always be 
retrained on an arbitrary new set of probabilities f$a). This is because 
Theorems 1 and 2 hold for all nonnegative initial data; i.e., because our 
limit theorems hold globally. 
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